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Just witnessing "EU-US down down,
G-77 stay strong" slogans and
protest right in front of main hall by
civil society members.
Model United Nations is passé, this
is the 'real' thing. �#�UNCTAD14��

Vansh Saluja, AUUP
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The DNA of our culture
Education, school and parents; they influence how we grow up. Yet another aspect
of being a good human being is ‘culture’, influencing our thoughts and ideas

Medha Mathur

AIS PV, XII

“M
odels arrested in Iran for

not wearing hijab”, “When

in Paris, have pasta”, “All

my friends are going to the party, why not

me” - what is the common ground of these

statements that appear to be strikingly dif-

ferent at once? Perhaps the fact that there is

a lot more to what makes us who we are,

what we choose and how we reason, that

goes beyond the realms of biology and ge-

netic pools. As we grow, there comes into

being this nerve racking phenomenon that

influences what we eat, who are our friends

and whether or not you’ll read this article. It

is called ‘culture’. Yes, you’ve read the

word before, but have you really pondered

upon it? Reading culture, maybe.

Beyond ‘dosa’ and Danish
We are not oblivious to the impact of cul-

ture on our daily lives or our entire life at

large - our food, nomenclature and vocabu-

lary. After all, we do understand why

‘Durga Puja’ is a big deal for one of our

friends and every Saturday party a bigger

one for the other. Nonetheless, one

might be staggered to learn that cul-

ture may even affect how our brain

responds to diverse stimuli - the

way we see things or react to a

given situation. Until recently,

most psychology and neuro-

science researchers took for

granted that their findings

translated across individuals

in various cultures. 

In the past decade, however, re-

search has begun to unravel how

cultural belief systems shape our

thought and behaviour. Cultural neu-

roscience, an emerging field, examines

how culture, which comprises behaviours,

values, symbols, meaning systems, com-

munication systems, rules and conventions,

shapes the mind of individuals. 

Love: self vs parents
“We seldom realise that our innermost

thoughts and emotions are not actually our

own, for we think in terms of languages

and images we did not invent but were

given to us by the society,” says Alan

Watts. One of the strongest divides in

thinking across cultures is the different

perspectives about ‘the individual’ in

East-Asian and Western-European Amer-

ican cultures. While the latter emphasises

individuals as unique entities from others,

the former sees a being in relation to other

people and their environmental context.

And so in a classic study, the western

folks were found to be better at remem-

bering adjectives related to themselves

than adjectives related to a family mem-

ber or strangers. A similar study in China

saw participants remembering adjectives

related to themselves and a family mem-

ber equally well. So we, as Indians, might

have a soft corner for Barney (courtesy the

sitcom culture), but we unknowingly want

to be ‘Prem’, the-everyone-loves-me-I-

love-everyone guy.

Black. No. White? Perhaps!
Richard Schweder, a cultural psychologist,

conducted a research with children from

different cultures. He divided the children

into two groups; one group raised in a lib-

eral atmosphere in the US while the other

in an orthodox one in India. They were

asked to reckon three situations as right or

wrong, one of them being unequal inheri-

tance of family property where men get

maximum share. The two groups had op-

posing opinions. Schweder concluded that

the conflicting opinions were basically due

to unlike upbringing and environment

which are subsets of culture. 

So when different sets of individuals are

governed by different brain equations

which, in turn, are governed by the culture

that they naturally inherit and seldom

choose, what remains of absolute wrong

and right is but a myth. Who gets to decide

if music is the way to God or it should be

forbidden? That democracy is better than

tyranny? That sequin is ‘bling’ or just the

thing? Thus come into being - co-existence

and multiculturalism, harmony and peace,

tolerance and conflict resolution. But most

of all, the fact that culture is a gift of evolu-

tion and evolution is a process of humanity.

And humanity - the common culture of all. 

(The writer of the top story ought to leave

you, the reader, on a thought provoking

note. #GTculture) G  T

Graphic: Pankaj Malik, GT Network

Where does India stand amongst global
pioneers in the field of research and de-
velopment?
India has carved a niche in the field of re-

search and development. It is at par with

the global leaders in the field with ample

work done in strategic sectors as space

and atomic energy. And with the Mars

Mission, India has established its name in

an all new horizon of research and devel-

opment. Our robust space programme

provides us an edge over other countries

while our high tech armaments and mis-

siles land us amongst the top 5 nations in

the highly competitive sector.

What, according to you, is the most chal-
lenging aspect of research in India?
One of the greatest challenges of research

in India is to instill the right kind of train-

ing at an early level which would serve as

a yardstick in the making of a team of top

notch scientists. Teaching science and im-

parting knowledge is one thing, whereas

how knowledge is created and applied is

another. For instance, getting an MSc or a

BSc in Science would mean that you have

the knowledge that helped you clear a

certain exam. Having studied Newton’s

laws and other elementary subjects would

mean that you’ve got your facts. But what

next? How do you yourself discover

things? What is the style of thinking that

is required? These are the questions that

need to be addressed and it is this aspect

of research that needs to be worked upon

for the better. 

What ways would you suggest to im-
prove research in India?
First and foremost, the best teachers and

educators should be hired. There is a need

for teachers with an optimal level of ex-

pertise in research, for the development

of the field. At an early stage, when you

get in touch with the right teachers, they

tell you how to go about a particular the-

ory, how to ask the right question and

how to pursue that question. And that, I

would reiterate, is necessary for creating

a gamut of scientists and researchers.

What is currently the most promising
field of research and development, and
which field still needs to be tapped 
in India?
India has emerged as one of the top lead-

ers in Biotechnology research. So I would

definitely give it the credit of being the

most promising field at present.

Whereas microbiology is a field

that needs to be tapped to its

full potential, for it would

mean another feather in our

hat. To become world lead-

ers, we need to master every

field, every technology out

there. It is similar to the

working of a pyramid. You

require a strong base, of

course. But then you need

to keep adding different lev-

els to it and come up with a

beautiful structure. Perhaps that’s

how any country grows and becomes a

better society.G  T

Dr Girish Sahni, microbiologist and Director General of the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research, is known

for his contribution in creating India’s first indigenous clot bluster drug. Here are excerpts from his interaction with

Pulkit, AIS PV, XII C at AUUP Convocation 2015, where he was conferred the honoris causa.

The pyramid of development

Pulkit interacts with Dr Sahni

Pic: Ravinder Gusain, GT Network

Will India win the test 

series against Windies?

a) Yes 

b) No

c) can’t say

Pulkit with Dr Girish Sahni (R)



World Mirror News and Views
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World at a glance

Marvel kills Bruce Banner

Marvel has killed the character of

Bruce Banner and replaced him

with Korean-American teenager

Amadeus Cho. This news comes on

the heels of Iron Man being re-

placed by an African American

character Riri Williams. These are

Marvel’s latest attempts at diversi-

fying the comics universe.

GT keeps the newswire ticking by bringing you news

from around the globe

UNITED STATES

Severe food shortage continues

Still reeling from food scarcity and eco-

nomic collapse due to low oil prices, the so-

cialist government declared that it can seize

private firms' food and goods. The country

plans to kick- start agricultural production

and has deployed the military to farm and

rear animals. 

VENEZUELA

Vijender Singh wins 7th straight title

Playing to a voracious home crowd in

New Delhi, ace boxer Vijender Singh

defeated Kerry Hope of Australia in a

hard-fought bout to win the WBO

Asia/Pacific Middleweight boxing title.

INDIA

FRANCE

Emergency declared

After a failed coup at-

tempt by the country’s

military, P r e s i d e n t

Erdogan has declared a

state of emergency for

three months. After the shock-

ing coup, thousands of profes-

sionals have been arrested with

Erdogan vowing to root out

anti-government support.

TURKEY

Bill Gates pledges $5B investment in Africa

Philanthropist and Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates an-

nounced that his foundation will invest another $5 billion

in Africa over the next five years. He said this while de-

livering a lecture at the Nelson Mandela Annual Lecture

ahead of Mandela Day.

SOUTH AFRICA

Study says artificial light affects health

According to a study at Leiden University Medical Centre, being ex-

posed to artificial lights like tubelight and bulbs can trigger inflam-

mation and muscle loss. However, these problems can be reversed if

the environmental light-dark cycle is restored. The study was con-

ducted on mice who were treated to artificial light for long periods.

NETHERLANDS

New world heritage sites declared

Nine new sites have been added

to UNESCO world heritage site

list. They include Gibraltar

sea cave, the City of Phillipi

in Greece, medieval Armen-

ian City of Ani in

Turkey, China's Zuo-

jiang Huashan rock art cul-

tural landscape, Iran's

ancient aqueducts known as

Qanat, and India's Nalanda Ma-

havihara. The footfall to these

places is expected to increase

after this announcement. 

“Choosing motherhood over

career is empowering. Choosing your

career over motherhood is empowering.

The Freedom to CHOOSE is

empowering.”

-Anushka Sharma, that her

character in Sultan film 

was regressive

Sad 2 wake up 2 the
news of the #NiceAttack!
Heartbreaking! Was therelast yr, beautiful place & 
people. Prayers 4 the families

of the victims-Akshay Kumar 

“Marriage or having a
family has absolutely nothing

to do with my career.”
-Kareena Kapoor on her

pregnancy 

Curveball…

Congrats!

You go 
girl

“You sound disappointed

that I’m not choosing motherhood

over being number one in the world at this

point of time. Unfortunately that’s when we’re

settled and no matter how many Wimbledons

we win or number ones in the world we

become, we don’t become settled.”

-Sania Mirza on motherhoodplans

Aggrieved

“This is for girls who stay up all night
This is for you who are willing to fight
For hidden fears, hurt, 
Pain and tears
Under the smiles, laughs
And giggles we hear
Let your hair down, straight or curls
You’re beautiful because 

You fight like a girl.
For girls who wear 
short skirts 

And their heart on their sleeve
For girls who know how difficult, 
It is to believe,
The girls who scream and cry, into
their pillows and tell them their goals
For girls who have a secret, 

But can’t tell a soul.
Let your eyes be your diamond, 
Make them your pearls
You’re beautiful because 
You fight like a girl

For girls who have made mistakes 
And have regrets galore 
For the girls who love 
With all their heart

Although it sometimes gets broke, 
To who think it’s over, to real girls, 
To all girls, who have tears to soak
You throw, you pick up, and fall, 
But just tell the world, “I’m beautiful,
Because I fight like a girl.” 

“Thank you India! I didn’t
expect it to go to ten rounds. It is
all to my country, not about me.”
-Vijender Singh after his WBO 

Asia Pacific SuperMiddleweight title win

Some in a slip up, some setting

the record straight

All Caricatures: Deepak Sharma, GT Network

They said it…
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Send your answers to The Global Times, E-26, Defence
Colony, New Delhi - 24  or e-mail your answer at

brainleaks@theglobaltimes.in

Amity Institute
for Competitive 
Examinations

Presents

FOR CLASS VI-VIII

Brainleaks-173

Last Date: 

Yuly 29, 2016

Ans. Brainleaks 172: (b)

correct entries win 
attractive prizes

Learning Curve
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The native people of Yucatan Peninsula
in Mexico made the first chewing gum.
They made it from the white sap of a
local tree.

The present age of Raman’s father

is four times his present age. After

5 years, the sum of their ages will

be 60 years. The age of Raman’s

father will be thrice of Raman’s

age after ________.

a) 20 years b) 15 years

c) 10 years d) 25 years

Strategists
From working out a campaign strategy to identifying

the broader context in which the campaign is to be run,

strategists fill in the shoes of the masterminds behind

elections. Targeting voters and opponents alike, their

job is the toughest nut of all to crack. 

During the 2014 general elections, strategist Prashant

Kishore conceptualised and implemented Narendra

Modi’s popular ‘Chai Pe Charcha’ initiative as a way to

involve and influence voters. He later went over to Ni-

tish Kumar and the Bihar election victory of JDU-RJD

combined was largely attributed to him. 

Statisticians and Psephologists 
To device a strategy, statistics and data related to the

socio-economic demography of the constituency is a

prerequisite, a job taken care of by statisticians and

psephologists. They perform the crucial task of col-

lecting data to help parties and candidates understand

the electorate better.

Using statistics to win elections is not new. Nate Sil-

ver, US statistician, correctly predicted the results in

99 out of 100 states in the last two US presidential elec-

tions. In India too, almost all major political parties

carry out surveys and formulate campaigns. 

Media
Media happens to be one of the busiest bees during

elections. They form the interface for candidate-citizen

interaction and thus influence political discourse in a

big way. As the populace is increasingly turning to so-

cial media platforms like Facebook and Twitter to fol-

low election news and developments, political parties

have become cognizant of the importance of media

cells and professional media managers.

By the time Narendra Modi was sworn in as Prime

Minister, he had more than 16 million ‘likes’ on Face-

book, the sixth most followed world leader on Twitter.

After all, behind him was a team of some of the best

media professionals.

Fundraisers
When the fanfare is as big and humongous as Indian

elections, money is spent hand over fist. Managing the

cost of participating in elections and organising elec-

tion campaigns is one task that requires expertise and

is taken care of by fundraisers. Funds play a significant

role for excelling in elections and hence, looking out

for potential donors and collaborations becomes a job,

literally. The 2014 general elections of India were esti-

mated to cost as much as $4.9 billion, making it the

second most expensive general elections of all time,

behind only the 2012 US presidential campaign. The

magnificence of the funds involved makes the role of

fund managers only more pivotal.  

So while the nation casts its vote, maybe an interesting

career awaits you! So choose well. G  T

Winner for Brainleaks 172

1. Ramsundar Tanikella, IX, AFYCP, AIS G 46

2. Vignesh Shaju, X, AFYCP, AIS Gur 46

3. Medha Mathur, XII, AIS PV

Name:...................................................

Class:...................................................

School:................................................

H
ilary or Trump? While US is set to choose its next president, your plans
are to enjoy the show with popcorn. Here, we offer you Plan B. Elections
are a tough game, producing many jobs in the process. Navya Modgil,

AIS MV, XII shows you ways to add some bread and butter to the popcorn meal.

U
nder the exemplary guidance and leader-

ship of Dr Ashok K. Chauhan, Founder

President, Amity Universe and Chancellor,

Dr Atul Chauhan, AUUP, Amity University, ACM

Student Chapter (AASC) became one of the largest

student chapters worldwide with more than 1750

members. Under the Chapter, various multi-disci-

plinary events are organised ranging from meetups,

workshops, guest lectures and other activities. Be-

sides these tech-events, AASC also organises work-

shops on how to crack GRE and other exams.

Sharing his views, Prof (Dr) Abhay Bansal, Joint

Acting Head, ASET, said, “It is an outstanding

recognition for AASC. To win this award, it

competed with more than 1000 chapters worldwide

including various top 100 ranking universities such

as UCLA ACM Student Chapter; University of San

Francisco ACM Student Chapter; University of

Southern California ACM-W Student Chapter;

Nanjing ACM Student Chapter and Imperial

College  London ACM Student Chapter, amongst

others.” It is a proud moment for AUUP as Amity

ACM* Student Chapter (AASC), ASET, has been

ranked as World No 1 and was bestowed

Outstanding Student Chapter Excellence Award for

Outstanding Website.

*The Association for Computing Machinery (ACM)
is an international society for computing. It is the
world's largest scientific and educational comput-
ing society. The ACM Student Chapter Excellence
Award Program recognises chapters that display
considerable initiative during the academic year.
All student chapters of good standing are encour-
aged to apply for this award in five key areas. Win-
ning chapters in each of these five areas receive
$500 and a "best of” icon to proudly display on
their chapter's web page.

Courtesy: Amity Media Cell
G  T

World’s largest computing society, ACM, awarded
Amity ACM student chapter with 2015-16 Student
Chapter Excellence Award for Outstanding Website

ACM awards Amity

Time to choose

Proud members of the Amity ACM Student Chapter

Imaging: Dinesh Kumar, GT Network

Career Watch
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Kushagra Bafna, AIS Gur 43, X D

Why we love Messi
Noble heart: Messi is not just a great player but a

fine human being too. He donated a generous

amount to the tune of $ 812,000 for the refurbish-

ment of a children’s hospital in his hometown of

Rosario. And that’s just one of his charities.

Young prodigy: An ace achiever right from the

start, Messi is the sixth youngest soccer player to

score a goal in a World Cup game. At the age of

24, he became the youngest player to win three

Ballon d’Or awards.

Mimicking with finesse: Maradona played the

best ever goal in the world in Argentina’s win over

England at the World Cup in Mexico. Messi is by

far the only player to have emulated the same goal. 

Unstoppable: He defies everything, from gravity

to fatigue. His speed and agility, earned him the

title of ‘The Flea’.

The younger days
n Messi joined his first football club, Grandoli,

when he was just five years old. 

n He was diagnosed with a growth hormone

deficiency when he was 12. His parents could not

afford the treatment that cost $900 a month. It was

only when Barcelona hired him that the club

decided to pay his medical bills. 

n Messi impressed FC Barcelona’s sporting

director so much that he immediately wanted to

sign him, so he used a paper napkin since he

couldn’t find anything else.

Trophy cabinet
n 40+ club goals in 7 consecutive seasons.

n Owns 5 FIFA Ballon d’Or awards.

n Appeared 9 times in FIFA Pro World XI. He

holds the record of making most appearances that

he shared with Ronaldo.

n Messi holds the Guinness World Record title for

scoring 91 goals in a calendar year. That’s a lot!

n Scored most international

goals in a year - as many as

25!

n Messi also scored 2 FIFA

World Cup Golden Balls in

the year 2009 and 2011.G  T

Starry adieu 
Messy without MESSI

To Messi, with love
When it comes to athletes who produce art on the pitch,
bring unparalleled imagination to the game, and above
all a smile on the faces of million fans, winning or los-
ing often become irrelevant. Messi is one such star. 
Compared to the likes of Maradona and Pele right
from the age of 19, Messi had achieved it all too
soon. The only thing left unachieved was a
title with Argentina. The chants, the com-
parisons, the expectations piled up. 
The Copa America Centenario final pro-
vided a timeless lesson, Messi played for
Argentina thinking he could solve
everything himself. However, we
forgot Gonzalo Higuain’s miss in a
one on one situation, Biglia’s
penalty miss or other players who did
not live up to their expectations. The brutality of it
would be for some, but Messi’s last memories in that
blue and white striped kit would be a missed penalty.
Does he deserve that? No, not even a bit.
For me, nothing has changed after the loss. He is
still the best player in the world. Yes, he is a
legend, and he doesn’t deserve to be a page
in the Argentine history books so soon.
Coming second is really no defeat and a
phenomenon like Messi should not be
valued by the size of his trophy cabi-
net. It’s impossible to fill the void
Messi will leave behind if he is gone.
After all when we’re talking about
an artist of Messi’s magnitude,
we can only lament his ab-
sence and reflect on his
greatness. 

Ayushman Saha, 
AIS Gur 43, Alumnus 

When he said goodbye: He missed the penalty shoot in the Copa Rica
final. The result – Argentina could yet again not bag the trophy,
something it had never managed to do. 
Why the fans cried sore: “Messi is God and even Gods can miss
penalties” - shouted the fans but to no avail. When he said goodbye: After

he completes his five year
tenure as the RBI Governor in
September 2016, he will bid the
Indian economy goodbye.

Why the fans cried sore: “Go
for a second term,” the nation
said. “No thanks,” he said. 

Aditya K Das, AIS Saket, IX A

Rajan for India Inc
Curbing inflation: When Rajan joined the RBI,

the Indian economy was battling with inflation,

which was at an all-time high of 9.8%. He

brought it down to 3.78% in July 2015, the low-

est since the 1990s.

Saving the rupee: The rupee was on a free fall,

hitting almost Rs 69 to a dollar. Rajan stabilised

the Indian currency.

Bold indicators: Before Rajan took over as the

RBI Governor, wholesale price index was used

as the key indicator of inflation. Under Rajan, the

RBI adopted consumer price index (CPI) as

the key indicator of inflation, which is the

global norm, despite the government

recommending otherwise.

Counterfeit measures: He de-

recognised the currency printed

before 2005 as a security

measure, as those currency

notes had lesser security

features and could be

counterfeited easily.

More banks: Under

Rajan’s tenure, license

was given to two univer-

sal banks and eleven

payment banks. This

essentially means

that banking serv-

ices will now be available to more people. 

Stronger & sharper: When Rajan took over

RBI as the governor, the Indian economy was a

part of the ‘Fragile Five’, a term used for weak

economies. And now as he leaves, he has

strengthened India as one of the fastest growing

economies of the world. 

Clean-up of public sector banks: Rajan recog-

nised the need for public sector banks to identify

non performing loans, which can hinder future

economic growth. He has started clean-up of

public sector banks. 

Did you know
n Raghuram Rajan was born on February 3,

1963 in Bhopal in a Tamil family. His father was

a senior officer in the Intelligence Bureau. 

n He graduated from Indian Institute of Tech-

nology (IIT) Delhi and acquired a Post Graduate

Diploma in Business Administration from IIM-

Ahmedabad in 1987, followed by a PhD from

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). He

was a gold medalist both at IIT and IIM.

n He is the author of the popular book Fault

Lines: How Hidden Fractures Still Threaten the

World Economy. 

n Rajan came into limelight after he predicted

the 2008 global financial crisis. He mentioned

about the crisis in his paper titled ‘Has Financial

Development Made The World Riskier?’

submitted in November 2005.

n Rajan was also the chief economist at the In-

ternational Monetary Fund (IMF) from October

2003 to December 2006.

From the horse’s mouth
n “My name is Raghuram Rajan and I do what I

do.”

n “It is not because of the benevolence of the

baker that we eat fresh bread every morning but

because of his desire to make money.”

n “The governorship of the central bank is not

meant to win one votes or Facebook ‘likes’. But

I hope to do the right thing, no matter what the

criticism, even while looking to learn from the

criticism.”

n “By not taking risks one doesn’t understand

often the forms of risk management.”

Indian 
Economy’s
RAM

The past months saw tears of parting for two stars – a star economist, Raghuram Rajan
and a star footballer, Lionel Messi. GT writes its swan song for the two legends 

Walter Diemer, a young accountant from
New York, invented the modern bubble gum
as we know it. He used pink since it was the
only colour available with him.
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Editorial

In US, Thomas Adams had the idea
of covering pieces of chicklet with a
hard sugar coating. Muse

Once, while I was inter-
acting with children at one
of the Amity schools, a boy
asked a very interesting
question, “It’s inspiring
how you are a successful
entrepreneur, educationist
as well as a great home
manager. What suggestion

would you give to girls to be able to follow
in your footsteps?” I laughed and said, “I
don’t wish to give any advice to the girls, but
to the boys!” In today’s changing times, if
there’s anything that is not adapting in keep-
ing with the times, it is the attitude of boys
towards girls. If we are to become a truly
emancipated nation, it’s high time we revo-
lutionise the way boys are brought up. 

*******

PM Modi, in his live interaction with young-

sters on Children’s Day last year, pointed

out the commonest paradigm of difference

between boys and girls. He mentioned that

when boys go out, no one asks anything but

when a girl does the same, she has to face a

flurry of questions and advice – “Where are

you going”, “When will you be back”,

“Come back before dark”, etc, etc. Why are

boys and girls subject to different treatment? 

The answer lies in our social conditioning -

how we raise our children. Since eons, the

society has paid enough attention to how

girls are raised – protecting them, teaching

them etiquettes, making them responsible. It

is time we raise our boys differently, pay

more attention to their upbringing and teach

them a lot more restraint than they are used

to. It is time they are made responsible for

their actions, and know which acts are out-

right condemnable. It is time they are taught

the most important lesson of their life – to

respect girls. And the best place where this

training can be initiated, is home. 

Boys need to know how to cook just as

much as girls need to know how to drive.

Boys need to be taught how to care for the

elderly just as girls are taught to care for

younger siblings. If the family imparts sim-

ilar life skills to boys and girls, it will help

boys to learn empathy, compassion and care. 

True, girls don’t need boys to protect them-

selves, but it’s really sad why they need to

protect themselves from boys. To make our

society truly emancipated, the boys will

have to be taught from an early age. 

*******

It is time boys learn to be more responsible
for their actions, and home is where they

can make a beginning. 

Dr Amita Chauhan
Chairperson

Raising
boys 
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“Whoever wishes to foresee the
future must consult the past; for
human events ever resemble those
of preceding times. This arises

from the fact that they are produced by men who
ever have been, and ever shall be, animated by the
same passions, and thus they necessarily have the
same results.”

-Niccolo Machiavelli

With each day, man is taking a huge scientific leap.

The recent high of successful falling of Juno into the

Jupiter orbit is a landmark achievement that may

unveil a lot about the evolution of our solar system

(Read more about it in our coming edition). Yet, one

thing that science cannot change is history (except

for the science fiction movies rife with stories of

time machine). 

What we live today, is the result of our rich historical

past. Dig into it, and you will discover many

episodes - race for the survival of the fittest, stories

of independence struggle, tales of courage, accounts

of treason and mistakes, etc. Awash with numerous

lessons, each of these episodes offer a bundle of

thoughts for introspection, layers to examine and

draw interpretation, to be able to chart out the future

course of action. This summer vacation, as part of

the GT Holiday Homework, we asked students to

relive one incident in the past and pen their account

in ‘first person’. The outcome was no doubt a rich

memoir of different historical accounts. We bring to

you some in the form of ‘diary entries’ (read page 6-

7). This innovative exercise, teaches us to understand

history, for it is only then we’ll respect our present

and plan for a better future. 

Each day that we live, we create history, and one day

play an important role in nation building. Our past is

but an accumulation of experiences which are

fascinating and inspirational stories. If people do not

learn from them, they are doomed. As someone

rightly said, “History repeats itself because no one

was listening the first time.” G  T

Vira Sharma
Managing Editor

The lessons in history

Prerna Series 
This is part 3 of Prerna Series, a 
collection of ten stimulating posts about
the life and beliefs of Chairperson, 
inspired from her interactive sessions with
Amitians on Prerna Diwas - 2016.

Prerna Diwas celebrations at AIS Vas 1

Kaori Singh, AIS Gur 43, Alumnus

C
an one be an atheist and still believe in God?

I’m an atheist, but I believe in God. My God

lives within my soul. My God is humanity

and compassion, who strives to ameliorate hu-

mankind, whilst ridding them of materialism and

hate. He aims to abolish ego and greed, whilst nur-

turing love. The error of modern atheism has been

to overlook many aspects of faith. Religion remains

relevant even after some of its central tenets have been

dismissed. I have learnt to look beyond my stubborn

claims of atheism and see the infinite bounty of ethics

which lies behind. I analyse religious text, erase the

element of faith and unsubscribe to the supernatural

content, to create my own God.

It is when I had confined myself to the more known

fouls of religion that I had turned a blind eye towards

the universally ethical verses of religion. It is when I

stopped perceiving religion as either requisite or com-

pletely daft, that I could use their terms to ease my

deeply rooted selfish and violent impulses.

When holy books say, “It is better to live your own

destiny imperfectly than to live an imitation of some-

body else’s life with perfection”, it is usually inter-

preted as an obligation a person is born with, which he

must fulfil. Since I don’t have such binding chains of

delusion, I interpret it solely as an encouragement of

distinctiveness, an inspiration for individuality. When

God says that He is here, it is to give people hope and

a future. But once people get overindulged in this fan-

tasy of God helping them through turbulent times,

they start to take victory for granted and reduce their

efforts in attaining it. Investing more in practicing

‘poojas’ for a good future, instead of actually working

towards it, is a classic example. You and me, being

unrestricted with the Almighty’s false prerogatives,

can be more enduring. But we too, need hope some-

times. This hope has to come from the God within; a

God who believes in your abilities; a God who en-

riches your personality, rather than enriching his fan

following; a God you can call your own. 

Learn to explore wisdom without a doctrine; learn to

inculcate the morals from different religions into your

autonomous devotion in humanity; learn to hunt for

the ingenious virtues which are latent under a bed of

supernatural claims and fictional stories. Do good, not

because you fear punishment or long for a reward, but

because it makes you happy. Dictate your own reli-

gion, take control of your own faith, and shape your

own knowledgeable God within yourself, ie, an athe-

ist Almighty.G  T

Religion of an atheist
Some atheists have an Almighty. But their religion is not something 

supernatural or a deity, but an amalgamation of human ethics and values

Part 3

Perspective 

Food mish mash

I read the article ‘When food went berserk’ in July

18, 2016 edition and found it very interesting. It was

extremely fun to read about the different combina-

tions of food ingredients that are being served world-

wide. The article reminds you to not go too

overboard while cooking. 

Mansi Aggarwal, AIS Noida, IX K

Girl power

I have been following the ‘Prerna Series’ on the ed-

itorial page in The Global Times. The part 2 of the

series, ‘The girl power’ was an account that touched

every girls’ heart. It was something relatable - a

glimpse of a girl’s life, her duties, responsibilities but

most of all the power she possesses. These stimulat-

ing postulates by our beloved Chairperson motivates

girls to believe in themselves.

Vidushi Bansal, AIS Noida, X D

Interactive science

Quite often, information is served in a boring, cum-

bersome way that makes it difficult for the reader to

absorb. But when, the same thing is presented in the-

form of an interactive poster like the one titled,

‘Happy Earth’ on pg 4 in the July 18, 2016 edition,

it becomes much more interesting. I would love to

read more of such science posters on myriad topics. 

Anagha Srinivasan, AIS Noida, X D

Dilli darshan 

I absolutely loved the ‘Dilli Darshan Dobara’ in GT.

It was very informative and at the same time, the

presentation and writing style left a strong impres-

sion. As an inmate of the city, it gave me immense

pleasure to read about my beloved city and learn

more about its entrancing history. Looking forward

to more of such stories that will serve as an interac-

tion for the youth with the glorious past of their own

country, a past they need to know about. 

Soumya Sharma, AIS Noida, X D

Diet diaries

In the recent edition, I came across the story ‘Don’t

Diet’ (page 6, July 18) and I am on the same page as

the writer. The article reiterated that teenage years

are growing years that require us to be full of energy

to cope with hectic schedules. So, one should eat

without any regrets, but at the same time keep a

count of the calories. 

Adya Sukhija, AIS Noida, IX K

Invent anything

I really liked ‘Invention, by chance’, featured in the

July 11, 2016 edition of The Global Times. I realised

that some of the coolest, greatest stuff ever invented

wasn’t actually meant to be invented! It instils a sort

of hope in one that even if your plan goes awry, you

can always change the plan.

Kritika Misra, AIS Noida, X C

Bollywood mania

I loved the article ‘Ek Tha Newton’ on p 4 in July 18

edition. It talked about how modern day Bollywood

movies ridicule the laws of science, something that

would leave Newton speechless if he was alive.

Dipit, AIS Noida, IX KG  T

GT M@il
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Flashback

Sixty to 70 percent of
bubble gum is sugar.

Our thoughts mirror the reality of our surroundings. And when one decides to pen these thoughts, a whole new experience is recreated. We bring you some
diary entries by our story tellers, that are sure to take the readers on a world tour of thoughts, thoughts that were expressed to experience the past once again 

Khushi Tiwari, AIS Gur 43, X

Dated: April 30, 1945

Dear diary, 

Ican see it, my end, nearing me with every passing second,

with every sound of an explosion or a bullet. The Russians are

marching ahead, releasing prisoners and defeating my men, one

after the other. They will soon reach my bunker, have me on

my knees. What would they do? Kill me, or oh! Even worse.

Ask me to surrender, to seek forgiveness from men much lower

in race and stature. Never! That cannot be the fate of men who

have lived their lives for pride. Germany, shall not bow down.

People who advise me to negotiate and surrender are cowards

and fools and not brave patriots. You suggest the fate of a slave

to the man who dreamt of Germany becoming the master of the

world, that’s a shame! I did it all to ensure a mighty, a fearful

state. I did not allow a breath of air to the weak, I got rid of

every person who would cause my nation disgrace. I ‘purified’

my country and if I die, it shall be in the shoes of a dictator.

Democracy, huh! That’s just a fancy name given by the tyran-

nical thugs to a tyrannical state.

They say pride blinds me! That’s not right! I am not oblivious

to my end. Poland has fallen to the Soviets. The Soviet forces

have crossed into the East of Berlin and Americans will soon

reach North of Berlin. The battle of Berlin shall be the final bat-

tle in the war. Some 3,25,000 soldiers from my country have

already been captured. I wish them death before the enemy

touches them! And I wish the same for myself. 

Courage, Germans shall live and die for it. Look at Eva, my

brave heart beloved. I asked her to run away. But she wouldn’t.

I am lucky to have married this courageous lady. And the sec-

retaries who stand by me, these are true Germans. Not the ones

crying for forgiveness. The world calls me cruel, a murderer, a

beast. Maybe for them I might be all this and more. But how I

see it, I was just a soldier, fighting for my beliefs, to ensure the

best for my motherland. But were my ways wro…Oh no! I can’t

think of that. There’s no time. I, my beloved and my men are to

rest with the comrades of the war, in a world of true Nazis. It

will be there that I will relive my dream Germany.

Signing off, Adolf Hitler

G  T

S M Anshuman, AIS Vas 6, X

Dated: 1180 BC, Ancient Greece

Dear diary, 

This morning when I opened my eyes, I wasn’t

greeted by the cooing birds, the fragrance of

blooming flowers and a bright sunshine. I woke up to

a noise of chaos, the smell of blood and a mourning

sky. Around me were thousands of men shooting ar-

rows, stabbing and massacring every man that wasn’t

wearing the same armour as them. It wrecked my

nerves to think that I was in the middle of a war. “How

did I land up here?” I forced my brain to recall. But all

I could remember in the ongoing chaos was helping

dada fix his time machine. Oh, the time machine!

I cursed myself for my curious nature and my ability

to mess up almost everything. Dad had strictly asked

me to not touch any of the buttons. Why did I do this

to myself? And then suddenly my mind went blank

when I saw a mammoth approaching me. I closed my

eyes for I couldn’t see more. Nevertheless, I opened

my eyes again, to find myself in a palace. A herald

stood next to me. I had read about these priests from

Greece in my history textbook. Sitting on a chair, was

a rather old King Priam, a man too sad to be witness-

ing war in the last stages of his life. He asked me if I

belonged to the Achaeans or the Trojans. The Trojan

war it is, I thought. I always wanted to visit Greece

but to be visiting it during the Trojan War wasn’t re-

ally the plan.

The king put his question again, sending shivers down

my spine. At first, I thought of playing smart and pre-

tend to be a Trojan in front of the Trojan king himself.

But what if he came to know I was lying? I stammered

at his question to which he said, “Never mind” and

asked his men to feed me. I was jolted. Maybe he had

seen too much killing to order another, I thought. 

I was taken to the soldiers retreat where soldiers lay

injured, howling in pain while others wouldn’t move.

The war had done much harm. 

The war had started with Priam’s son Paris, kidnap-

ping Helen from her husband Menelaus, king of

Sparta. Angered at the dishonour, Agamemnon, king

of Mycenae and the brother of Menelaus, led an ex-

pedition of Achaean troops to Troy and plundered the

city for ten years. So much for a bruised ego, I

thought. What had these men, their families done to

deserve this fate. Has war ever done good? How many

times will the world suffer the selfishness of the pow-

erful ruining the lives of the innocents? I was brought

back from my thoughts with a soft stroke on my head.

Must be Priam, I thought. And then there was a blin-

dling white light that faded away slowly to reveal my

dad’s face. I had slept way past the usual and was run-

ning late for my history test. Well, the test went fine.

I also won the debate competition on ‘War or peace’.

Will get back tomorrow, had a long day today and a

longer night before.

Jai Spartan, oh no! Jai Singh 

G  T

The story of Hitler’s life
Lakshay Gulati, AIS Saket, X

Dated: 1370 BC, Cairo

Dear diary,

Iremember going to the city fair as a kid; a world full of won-

ders big and small. A magician amusing his audience,

dancers swaying like the new harvest, delicacies that smelled

heavenly- that my friend you would say added life to the fair.

But these things couldn’t get to me, for I was too busy being

raptured by a man at one corner. Beating a piece of metal in-

cessantly, cutting through the edges and finally when he

stopped, the metal bulk had transformed into a strikingly beau-

tiful statue of a female pharaoh. It was so life like, I wondered

if the magician could bring it to life.

And ever since, it was this that I wanted to do, to transform

dullness into beauty, to make something out of nothing, to add

to the worth of bronze, copper and gold. And today, I feel

blessed to be a craftsman in a beautiful Egyptian town called

Cairo. What is about craftsmanship that I boast off so much

about, you may ask. Perhaps the answer lies in the feeling of

elation when you see your creations adorning someone’s house

or the joy of the three year old when she hugs her first doll. 

I sometimes thank God, for making this city my homeland. A

city that flourishes in business, a city that beholds the best of

architectural beauty. It’s a craftsman’s dream fulfilled. People

here respect art, you know it when the Pharaoh admires your

work and summons you to court for your felicitation. I have

had the honour of crafting a gold statue of the Greek as-

tronomer Meton for His Highness. But I must tell you my

friend, I do not dream of riches. I just dream of making the

world a beautiful place. When I see those pyramids that stand

tall in the horizons, I am assured that my craftsmen’s legacy

will go on forever, just as the Nile. 

Today, an Oriental merchant bought a few of my art pieces.

As I saw him sail back, a thought crossed my mind. Centuries

later, perhaps a kid from Middle East would admire the beauty

of these objects and wonder, just as I wondered as a child. And

this is what I dream of. That my work passes on and does not

disappear. Better than magic tricks, isnt’ it? 

Signing off, Userhat

G  T

Dairy of an Egyptian craftsman

A journey to 470 BC Greece
Sahar Dua, AIS Gur 46, X

Dated: July 14, 1789

Dear diary,

Iam tired. I am tired of this constant chaos. I am tired of staring into a blank future. I wish

I could go back to the time when France was a beautiful country. I never thought there

would be a point in time when I would think of fleeing from my own country. 

Perhaps, bringing down the monarchy was not that great an idea, after all. But what choice

were the French people left with when King Louis XVI kept increasing the taxes? I hated

the idea of the rich having the time of their lives when poor people like me were slogging

to pay these unnecessary taxes. 

But never in my life did I imagine that the popular resentment would reach this level.

What happened today still seems like a nightmare. I still do not believe that the common

populace actually mustered the courage to storm the Bastille. People were going helter

skelter. There was blood and sweat everywhere. Today, Bastille no more remains a prison.

It became the centre point of this entire chaos, or revolution as they say. It stands as a sym-

bol of the bruised ego of the royal authority.

But where does all this end? I sit here thinking what will happen to France now. It is lead-

erless. What should I do? Should I run off to London? What about my old parents? Should

I leave them back in Paris? Will my beloved country ever rise from the turmoil? Will the

beauty of my country be able to tame its beasts?

Edith Prior, a historian wishing it were history

G  T

Arushi Arora, AIS Vas 1, X

Dated: 1580 AD, Dilli

Dear diary,

Acommon man in the majestic Mughal dy-

nasty, I often wonder – “What makes a

ruler different from his subjects?” To be able to

rule and administer would be an onus great

enough to leave no time for anything else. But

look at our king, the great Akbar. A patron of

art, an admirer of architecture, a poetry enthu-

siast and a ruler who loves his people so much

so that he personally listens to their grievances

in ‘Diwan-e-aam’. How can one man do so

much? All my questions were answered when I

visited the royal court today.

As I stepped into the magnificent, beautiful dar-

bar of the Mughal emperor, the striking Indo

Persian architecture caught my attention at

once. It was divine, those glittering walls with

brilliant art detailing. But what shone more

were nine men seated together to form a por-

trait like view. Everything about them, from

their clothes, their posture to their etiquettes,

emanated an aura of righteousness, pride, wis-

dom and virtue. ‘The nine gems’- they couldn’t

have been named better.

One could see how much were these men

revered in the court. And why wouldn’t they

be? They are the king’s confidants, his advisers

and the men he trusts more than himself. Even

though the ruler cannot read and write, he loves

knowledge. And these men were the best trin-

kets of knowledge. Birbal, the wisest man ever,

would find witty solutions to almost every

problem that arose in the kingdom. The man

has his own way of putting forth his beliefs.

Tansen, the great musician captivates everyone

with his scintillating ragas and provides the

court an escape from the hustle-bustle time and

again. Sitting beside him was Abul Fazal, the

chronicler of Akbar’s rule. Constantly working

on his masterpiece ‘Akbarnama’, he was deter-

mined to make the emperor’s reign a guiding

light for rulers to come. Author Faizi, by trans-

lating the Panchatantra, Ramayana and Mahab-

harata into Persian, made sure that the ruler had

the best literature to seek advice from. Minister

Todar Mal looked at the proceedings from the

sides. He was the one who introduced standard

weights and measurements, revenue districts

and officers. Court advisers Mullah Do Piaza

and Faqir Aziao Din would whisper something

to the king every time an issue was brought to

him. They must be men with great intelligence

for the ruler to trust them with his major deci-

sions. And then there were Akbar’s close ones-

Raja Man Singh, the grandson of Akbar’s fa-

ther-in-law and Abdul Rahim Khan-i-Khanan,

the son of Akbar’s general Bairam Khan. To-

gether, they looked like a team that could take

any challenge, any invasion, any famine or war

with gusto. For, they stood in unity that went

beyond religion and sect. It was knowledge that

bound them together.

It wasn’t just my honourable ruler but his hon-

oured men who worked day and night for our

well being. What made the ruler different was

perhaps his wise eyes that could see through

people and brought the best men at his disposal.

Content in my heart, I came back without get-

ting my problems addressed in the court.

Maybe my heart knew that with such men at

work, my problem would be addressed even

without a mention. 

Surajnath, a content citizen 

of the Mughal empire

G  T

A visit to Akbar’s courtA historian’s account of the French Revolution

Traveling the world vis-à-vis words

The largest bubble ever blown from
a chewing gum measured 23 inches
in diameter.
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Mosaic Senior

Shreyan Sanyal

AIS Gur 46, IX 

Ingredients 
For peppermint coffee
Brewed coffee ........................250 ml

Sweetened cocoa powder ........2 tbsp

Peppermint extract ....................½ tsp

Sugar ..........................................2 tsp

Skimmed milk ..........................60 ml

For Thai iced coffee
Coffee powder ............................4 tsp

Sugar ........................................4 tbsp

Cream........................................4 tbsp

Cardamom ..................................2 tsp

Almond flavouring......................1 tsp

Crushed ice ......................as required 

Method
For peppermint coffee
n Put all the dry ingredients in a mug

and pour in hot coffee.

n Stir continuously to dissolve the

sugar and cocoa powder.

n Add peppermint extract, milk and

stir to mix everything properly.

For Thai Iced coffee
n Add cardamom to coffee and pour

hot water to brew it. Add sugar and

almond flavouring. Mix well and let

it cool to lukewarm.

n Fill half a glass with crushed ice.

Pour coffee to fill 2/3rd of the glass. 

n Add the cream slowly to the coffee

to achieve a layered look. 

Coffee duo

Words Verse

Kushal Kapoor, AIS MV, IX

“A
nd students, I want these assignments on my

desk tomorrow,” announced Ravi’s sombre Math

teacher as the bell rang. Packing his bag, Ravi

jostled along with others to leave for the day. How on earth

was he to complete the tedious Algebra homework his teacher

had given? With History tuitions and Football classes already

lined up for the evening, was there even time left for supper,

let alone homework. 

As soon as he was done with lunch, he sat down to work on the

task at hand. Lost in the complex world of equations and

calculations, Ravi lost track of time. He did not pay heed to

any sort of accuracy and went on solving sums one after the

other. Finally when he finished his homework, he looked up

only to find out that daylight had vanished and the silence of

the night had taken over. “That wasn’t quick,” he thought and

was suddenly reminded of his parents who hadn’t even

bothered him for supper. Curious, Ravi came out of his room

to an empty house. No one was to be seen, no voice heard. He

then stepped outside his house. There was a strange stillness in

the air. And suddenly, from the dark sky, came a stream of

blinding white light that soon appeared to have taken over the

entire city. “It couldn’t be a UFO,” Ravi thought. In a jiffy, he

was inside a strange structure with lights beaming all over it.

“Hi Ravi of Earth. Do not be afraid. We come for peace," said

a half robot, half human creature. “Why have you abducted

me? Where are you from?” cried Ravi. “We are from a world

far away, my friend. It is called Psyfision. I am Cerebion. We

saw your future. After a decade, you would be the leader of

your planet and a strategic universal partner for us. But you

have this bad habit of taking things lightly. You did not care to

do your homework right. How will you become a leader if you

are to fail the sixth grade with a wrong assignment? Here, take

this,” said the creature. “This one has all the correct answers.” 

“Ravi, Ravi! Get up,” whispered his bench mate Sahil. Ravi

got up shocked. He was sleeping in the very first period, the

Math class, while others were submitting their homework. He

was relieved that it was a dream and submitted his homework.

“Ravi, come here!” called his teacher. “Where is your

assignment, and what are these symbols in your notebook?”

“Oh no! It wasn’t a dream,” thought Ravi. He looked at his

notebook with bewilderment. And then, he decided to give his

younger brother a good nag for using his old copies to try out

his amazing art skills.G  T

Storywala “It couldn’t be a UFO,” Ravi thought. In a
jiffy, he was inside a strange structure

with lights beaming all over it.

Ishani Ghoshal, AIS MV, XII

Green queen Flocking together The notorious streak

CAMERA CAPERS Send in your entries to 
cameracapers@theglobaltimes.in

It is believed that ancient
Greeks found relief from
stress by chewing a gum.

An outwardly experience

The rainbow
cake

Soumya Goel, AIS PV, X

Sitting in a corner

With a book in my hand

Remembering all your promises

Fragile as sand

Well I guess you forgot me

And trust me I tried

But that’s the main thing

Because of which I almost cried

Our friendship was a mistake

And I don’t know what I did

To deserve this heartbreak

I know you’ll never come back

But now that’s okay

Because I am over you

Alone with myself and my conscience

Having a rainbow cake.

Crossroads
of life

Muskaan Mahajan 

AIS Noida, IX

Life is an unsaid story

Hurtling towards myriad trajectories

The way we live it

Is defined by our fate

We are the potters

Life is like the mud

The way we mould it 

The way it stands

Life decides its own path

The world and me holding hands 

Risks are the obstacles 

In the path to success 

Life is an unsaid story

For every person has his own way 

But the way we spend it

Is defined by our fate.

G  T

G  T

Reading your favourite GT can fetch
you a prize too. Complete all the boxes
below. Click a picture and send it to
editor@theglobaltimes.in or submit it to
your GT Teacher Coordinator. 3 lucky
winners will win a prize every week!

Name:..........................................Class:....................School:...............................

Q: Which sportsperson are
we bidding farewell to?

Ans: 

Q: Name any one hybrid
sport.

Ans: 

Q: What is the name of AIS
PV’s annual theatre compe-
tition?

Ans: 

Q: On which page is Coffee
Duo mentioned?

Ans: 

Q: Dr Girish Sahni is the
director of which
organisation? 

Ans: 

Q: Name any two career
options popular during
elections.

Ans: 

Q: What did the Junior Star
win?
Ans: 

Q: Who visited Akbar’s
court? 

Ans: 

Q: This edition carries which
part of Prerna Series? 

Ans: 

Read Play and Win

Imaging: Ravinder Gusain, GT Network 

Results of Read Play and Win-2: Sia Chandna, V A, AIS V-1; Aishani Agarwal, VI

C, AIS Vas 6 & Priyanshi Agarwal, V H, AIS Noida (Prizes will reach in 15 days)
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S
hivansh, a student of Class V D,

AIS Noida, has proved his met-

tle at a young age by winning

the national level Abacus champi-

onship trophy for four consecutive

years (2013-16). His victorious streak

sparkles in his twinkling eyes. Shiv-

ansh is a little bundle of talent with a

natural flair for numbers.

Shivansh’s stupendous win speaks vol-

umes of the kind of dedicated hard

work he has put in his preparation.

Under the constant guidance of his

teacher, Shivansh would attempt sam-

ple papers on a daily basis besides var-

ious practice worksheets his mother

prepared for him. Regular and dedi-

cated practice for one month before the

exam, was one of the greatest factors

that helped him ace it. 

“From the time he has joined Abacus

in 2013, we can see an overall im-

provement in his academic perform-

ance too. Shivansh has actually started

working hard and taking a keen inter-

est in various educational activities and

competitions,” informs his beaming

mother, Varsha Gupta.

Shivansh has also joined tennis coach-

ing and enjoys it tremendously. He

shares, “Tennis keeps me fit and active.

I enjoy it a lot.” Recently, he bagged

the second prize in a match held at

Lesiiter Academy. 

9Mosaic 
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Junior

My name: Nityant Vashishth

My school: AIS Vasundhara 6

My Class: I D

My birthday: June 24

My hobby: Playing cricket

My role model: Rohit Sharma

My best friends: Aryan Ghavri and

Ripunjay Vashishth

My favourite book: Grow with 

Numbers

My favourite game: Cricket

My favourite mall: Shipra Mall

My favourite food: Dal chawal and

aloo gobhi
My favourite poem: I am a little tea

pot, short and stout

My favourite teacher: Ritu Ma’am

My favourite subject: Hindi

I want to become: An automobile 

engineer 

I want to feature in GT because: I

want to showcase my talent. 

Vrinda Sethi, AIS MV, VII

T
he bus was jam packed with

commuters. Nevertheless, David

was enjoying his ride back home

from office, listening to music. Soon, he

observed a man who was trying to put

his hand in a commuter’s pocket. David

started suspecting him.

As soon as David reached out to the

man, the bus halted and he got down.

David followed him and saw him offer-

ing candies to a child. For once, David

thought that the man would kidnap the

child but he didn’t. He kept following

him, and saw him go inside a hut. The

window was partly open; David peeped

inside. As soon as David saw the man

taking out purses of all possible colours

and designs from his pocket, he was sure

of the man’s wrongdoing. David wanted

to call up the police. But then, he heard

a wailing noise. Stout-heartedly, David

went inside to find the truth. Along with

the ‘pick-pocketer’, there was a lady, an

old man, and a little boy lying on the

bed. The boy’s face pale with illness,

showed the kind of pain he was bearing.

The man recognised David from the bus.

“Please sir! Don’t send me to jail. I had

no other choice. I had two sons, but one

has died of cancer and the other is lying

in front of you,” he said sobbing. The

woman in tattered rags was crying too,

“My husband works as a sweeper, but

the amount he earns is not enough for

the treatment. That’s why he started pick

pocketing. If we don’t pay for the oper-

ation, my child will be no more.” David

looked at the child and this time, tears

rolled down his cheeks. 

The next morning, the pickpocketer got

a parcel; it had a bundle of notes and a

message: “There is no pain greater than

seeing your child suffer. But wrongdo-

ings also bring pain. Get your child

treated. Trusting in you, ‘The man from

the bus’.” After that day, the pickpock-

eter boarded the bus many a times, only

to look for David and thank him. G  T

So what did you learn today?

A new word: Stout-heartedly

Meaning: With courage 

Short story

The pickpocketer

POEMS

Turkey is the country with the
most gum companies; US is the
second largest gum producer.

Painting Corner Mira Sehgal

AIS Noida, VII 

Sristi Mukhopadhyay

AIS Saket, VI 

There in the fields, not far away

Where beautiful butterflies and flowers sway

I can hear tinkers dance and sing

To welcome the arrival of spring

The air is filled with colours of joy

The most beautiful day is here to enjoy

Daisies and buttercups swing so free

I stand admiring them with glee

The air so fresh and the lush green grass

Swaying on until the rainbow lasts

It dazzles in the sunlight

And butterflies take off on a beautiful flight.

Sunny family
Devrajan Goparaju, AIS Noida, III

The sun has a family 

Known as the solar system

With friendly eight planets

Showing its universal system

Mercury and Venus

Are the closest

They run around the sun

And are the quickest

Earth is the planet

Where we all live

Air, water and food

It has plenty to give

Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune

Stay very far away

But like all others

Very valuable are they

And the last one Mars  

Has many mysteries to be solved

All the planets interest me 

The sun’s family is really evolved.G  T

G  T

Arushi Jindal, AIS Gur 46, VII

Girl: Why do you keep your MP3 player in the

refrigerator?

Boy: Because I like cool music!

Girl: Brr… I`m cold

Boy: Just stand in a corner.

Girl: How will that help me?

Boy: A corner is always 90 degrees.

Teacher: If you have 1 dollar and then you ask

your dad for another dollar, how much money

would you have?

Johnny: One dollar

Teacher: Sorry, Johnny. It seems that you don’t

know your addition.

Johnny: You don’t know my dad!

Playing with numbers

It’s Me

Abacus champ Shivansh poses with his winning trophies

For once, David thought that
the man would kidnap the
child but he didn’t. He kept

following him.

Spring

Illustration: Deepak Sharma, GT Network
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If you swallow your gum, it does not
melt or dissolve, instead it passes
through your system.

Awards for excellence

AIS Pushp Vihar

V
aibhav Bajaj of Amity Interna-

tional School, Pushp Vihar, se-

cured seventh position among

top 10 from all over the world at the 18th

Brain Bee World Championship held in

Copenhagen, Denmark. The neuro-

science quiz, organised in conjunction

with the 10th FENS forum of Neuro-

science, was conducted in three phases

– regional, national and international. 

The regional round for Delhi was held at

the RR Hospital which saw the partici-

pation of many schools around the city.

After a grueling competition with a live

judging panel, Vaibhav was selected to

represent his city and school for the na-

tional round, ie, the Indian National

Brain Bee. The national round was held

in Kolkata at the SN Pradhan Centre for

Neuroscience, University of Calcutta. In

addition to live judging, neuroanatomy,

histology and patient diagnosis rounds

were also conducted. Vaibhav qualified

for the international round after success-

fully clearing the national round where

he was declared the national champion

to represent India. The finale round of

Brain Bee was held in Copenhagen, saw

participants from 26 countries in the age

group of 15-17 years, with credentials in

Biology being quizzed for three days. 

It was a proud moment when Vaibhav

secured the 7th rank worldwide. Dr

(Mrs) Amita Chauhan, Chairperson,

Amity Group of Schools & RBEF,

lauded the young champ’s efforts and

encouraged him to outdo his achieve-

ments in the future.G  T

AIS Gur 46

V
aishali Tikoo, a student of Class

XII, AIS Gur 46, became the

only Indian student to win a

gold medal in the 9th Annual I-SWEEEP

(International Sustainable Energy Engi-

neering Environment Project) Science

Fair held in Houston, Texas, USA. She

achieved this laurel in the engineering

category for her project ‘Novel instru-

ment to detect learning disability in chil-

dren’ along with a cash prize of $750.

She was also honoured with a special

award for energy day by Consumer En-

ergy Alliance. 

The opportunity was extended by 

Dr (Mrs) Amita Chauhan, Chairperson,

Amity Group of Schools & RBEF to

promote scientific temperament

amongst students, facilitated by Amity’s

Children Science Foundation (CSF).

Vaishali Tikoo, first represented her

project in the regional round of Indian

Science and Engineering Fair (INSEF),

organised by Science Society of India,

where she was awarded a gold medal.

Thereafter, she participated in the na-

tional fair, held in Rajkot in early 2016,

wherein after winning gold medal, she

qualified to represent India in I-

SWEEEP. For the project applicability

of her idea, she consulted various pro-

fessors, psychologists and special edu-

cators and sought their guidance for her

project. She then collaborated with

Amity University to formulate her con-

cept into an instrument. 

This year, over 385 highly qualified

projects from 62 countries were dis-

played at the George R. Brown Conven-

tion Center. 564 high school researchers

and 300 teachers traveled to Houston for

this remarkable event. Vaishali Tikoo en-

joyed interacting with students from

across the world. G  T

On a winning spree, a student of AIS PV raised the Amity flag high

Vaishali Tikoo with School Principal

Global feat

What a show

AIS Vasundhara 1

Karate champs of Amity Interna-

tional School, Vasundhara 1 made

their school proud by winning innumer-

able medals at the 12th All India Kotaka

Karate Championship 2016. The presti-

gious event was organised at Talkatora

Stadium, Delhi from April 23-24, 2016.

Arunima Bhatia of Class V won gold

medal, Ojasvi Pipania of Class VII and

Ajal Arora of Class V won silver medals

while 14 students won bronze medals.

Dr (Mrs) Amita Chauhan, Chairperson,

Amity Group of Schools & RBEF, em-

phasised the importance of karate train-

ing to defend oneself and enhance

concentration. School Principal V Bal-

achandran congratulated the participants

and their coach, Dayanand Tripathi.G  T

Doha Lehari competition

Karate 
competition 

AIS Vasundhara 6

A
IS Vas 6 organised its prize

distribution ceremony on May

13, 2016 to appreciate the

achievements of young Amitians who

had attained excellence in scholastic

and co-scholastic domains.

Meritorious Amitians received awards

under various categories like Star

Performers in various subjects, Nimble

Feet award, Avid Reader, Rising Star,

Amicable Personality, All Rounder,

Picasso in the Making and many more.

Dr (Mrs) Amita Chauhan, Chairperson,

Amity Group of Schools & RBEF

felicitated the students on the occasion,

encouraging them to work hard

always. Guest of honour Er Anuj

Sinha, Former Director, Department of

Science & Technology, motivated the

children to think beyond the ordinary

and develop a creative, innovative and

scientific bent of mind.

AIS Pushp Vihar

F
rom boosting self confidence to

honing public speaking skills, the-

atre offers many benefits. With

the aim to enhance students’ personality,

AIS PV organised its annual theatre

competition, ‘Ignited Spirits’ from May

5 - 6, 2016. The spectacular acts put up

by students showcased their creativity.

The competition was conducted at two

levels – junior and senior. While nine

schools participated in the junior cate-

gory, 11 schools participated in the sen-

ior category. The theme of the event was

‘A rolling stone gathers no moss’ for  the

juniors and ‘Virtue wins over vice’ for

seniors. The fest was adjudged by emi-

nent personalities from the field of the-

atre, viz, Gaurav Pahwa, Nirupama

Verma and Vanya Joshi, who praised all

the acts for their originality and energy.

The rolling trophy was bagged by Amity

International School, Gur 46. G  T

Winners: Junior category

First AIS PV

Second AIS Gur 46

Third AIS Gur 43

Best Actor Keshav G, AIS PV, VIII E

Winners: Senior category

First AIS Gur 46

Second AIS PV

Third AIS MV

Best Actor Arya Sharma, AIS MV, X

Brainiest bee

Brain Bee champ Vaibhav Bajaj with Dr (Mrs) Amita Chauhan

Dr (Mrs) Amita Chauhan with the proud prize winners

School Principal & Vice Principal with the winning students 

AIS Noida

Junior
The primary wing of AIS Noida held its

prize distribution ceremony for Class

Nursery-I on April 25, 2016 and for Class

II-V on April 26, 2016  to recognise the

persistent efforts of the students as de-

sired by Dr Ashok K. Chauhan, Founder

President, Amity Universe and Dr (Mrs)

Amita Chauhan, Chairperson, Amity

Group of Schools & RBEF. Antriksh

Johri, director, IT, CBSE and Manoj Sri-

vastava, regional officer, CBSE,

Dehradun were the esteemed guests. The

event commenced with the ceremonial

lighting of the lamp by School Principal

Renu Singh and Vice Principal Soma

Mukherjee, followed by musical per-

formances by the school choir. The event

culminated with the school song followed

by the national anthem.

Senior 
To recognise the outstanding students of

the school, a prize distribution ceremony

was organised for the senior wing in two

legs: scholastic achievements on May 4,

2016 and co-scholastic achievements on

May 6, 2016. Awards were given for ac-

ademic performance, all-rounders, sub-

ject toppers, meritorious students and for

amicable personality. Trophies were also

given for performing arts like dance,

drama, music and art. G  T

Prize 
distribution AIS VKC Lucknow

An inter-house Doha Lehari Compe-

tition was organised at AIS VKC

on May 11, 2016 for Classes IX-X. The

event, that was held in the school semi-

nar hall, provided the students a good

opportunity to hone their skills and ex-

hibit their knowledge about the famous

dohas of Sant Kabir and Raheem. Not

only did the students gather information

about the topic, they recited the dohas
with confidence. Various interesting

rounds were held to test their under-

standing of the famous dohas. The team

from Bhagirathi house won the compe-

tition while Mandakini house bagged the

runners up position.G  T

School Principal & Vice Principal award students for their excellence

One of the participating teams at the Doha Lehari competition

Winners pose with their medals



Chew
ing gum

Humans are the only animals on
earth that chew gum.

All facts submitted by Shreyas
Mehta, AIS Saket, IVBag Pack 12

Variety
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Shreyan Biswas, AIS Saket, VI B, flaunts his copy of The Global Times in

front of the Petronas Twin Towers in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. The world’s

tallest twin structures, the 88-storey buildings were designed by Cesar Pelli

& Associates with both towers joined at the 41st and 42nd floors (175m above

street level) by a 58 metre long, double-decker skybridge. The architecture is

Islamic inspired and the buildings primarily house the corporate

headquarters of the Petronas Company and other offices. 

Got some clicks with GT while on the go? Get them featured!

Send them to us at gttravels@theglobaltimes.in

GT Travels to Malaysia

Akshita Shreya, AIS Saket, XII

W
hat was the best decade to

grow up, one may ask. And

the answer ought to remain

same for every person belonging to any

decade - “The years I grew up in.” Such

is the beauty of childhood that one sim-

ply can’t get over it. Unwinding the 90’s

nostalgia that gives us the best high. 

n “Neeche ground mein aaja bat ke

saath,” a common statement every

evening. One could have killed to bat

first, and every ball that stumped us

would either be a trial ball, a no ball or a

wide ball. And if you

sensed an unjust

decision,

you just left the ground. Problem solved! 

n Power Rangers, Pokemon, Powerpuff

Girls, Tom & Jerry, WWE, Dexter’s

Laboratory, Shaktimaan, Karishma ka

Karishma and Son Pari kept us glued to

the TV screens. Our lives seemed more

meaningful when we wore the ‘Shakti-

man’ costume to look like our superhero

or were gifted a new set of Beyblades. 

n Birthdays were all about wearing the

best outfit, buying the yummiest candies

and distributing them to classmates and

teachers. Two candies for each class-

mate, one extra for best friends, choco-

lates for the teachers - our first learning

in setting priorities.

n Remember the

super cool feeling

you had when

you ate those

cigarette-shaped candies? Tattoos were

the reasons we bought chewing gums, as

wearing tattoos to school was oh-so- cool.

n Our personal collections of ‘Tinkle’,

‘Amar Chitra Katha’ and ‘Chacha

Chaudhary’ was something we wouldn’t

trade  for anything in the world (unless it

were, well, a new set of beyblades). 

n Everyone had a slam book. The pret-

tier, the better. And the last day of the

session would witness more slambooks

than textbooks. You knew you were best

friend’s with someone when you read

their entry in a third person’s slambook.

Reading the good things about oneself

felt so self righteous and special.

n “Mere saath Khadi-Baithi la-

gayega?” we would say. ‘Aao

Milo Shilo Shaalo’, ‘Mama

went to China’, ‘Poshampa

Bhai Poshampa’, ‘Banana

Kick’, and ‘Ghar Ghar’ were

the best games ever. You

could play them anywhere,

sometimes during the Math

class…oops! 

n As kids, the worst pun-

ishment to be received

was sitting with a student

of the opposite gender,

Ewww. The moment you

both sat together, an LOC

was marked on the desk,

and crossing that was to-

tally unacceptable.G  T

Nineties nostalgia
90’s are considered as the ‘golden era’ for kids, where fun and

frolic did not mean playing on the phone but something to relish

I
ndia, aptly known as ‘The
land of spices’, has a saucy
way of doing almost

everything, news reporting
included. While Indian channels
give us the ‘teekha’ side of news,
their foreign counterparts tend to
stick to just salt and pepper
(mostly only salt). Suhani Saigal,
AIS Saket, XI E, brings to you a
little snippet of news hours – both
desi and videshi styles.  

Situation I: ISIS issues threats to Washington DC
Kal Tak: A man scarier than an ISIS recruit haunts

your TV screen, and with his fist thumping antics

forces you to believe that the terrorist might just be

hiding below your very own couch. “Paris mein

trailer, Washington DC mein poori film?” says the

headline. And then, there’s a bomb ticking at the

bottom of the screen, for added effect you see.

NNC (No-nonsense channel): They stick to “Wash-

ington DC - next target?” Not so saazish-ey, is it?

Situation II: Modi visits USA
Kal Tak: “Modi bhaagein US, neeti ya chutti?”

Tracking every move, from what he ate to what he

wore, his trip soon turns into a daily soap opera. To-

tally, we love reading about Modi’s fancy meals

while stuffing our mouths with ‘dal chawal’.

NNC: “Indian PM visits US” which sometimes

may translate to - “He may come and go, we have

better things to cover.”

Situation III: Floods
Kal Tak: *Reporter enters* “Yeh studio paani-

paani..” *struggles to stand* As India almost

drowns, our Indian reporters give us the real feeling

of floods on reel. The studio echoes with the sound

of waves, we really do feel like we’re going down

the drain. And when these noises aren’t enough, the

reporter connects to the one on-site. All we can hear

is “Kya aap hamein sun sakte hain?” 

NNC: Come what may - floods, earthquakes or

landslides - the reporters sit still, with poker faces

and seem unaffected.  Too committed to their jobs?

Situation IV: Political split
Kal Tak: ‘Jag Soona Soona Laage’ playing in the

background, the screen covered with broken hearts,

our Indian news channels can outdo KJo any day,

making a political split look like a Bollywood saga.

Cheating and trust issues- you name it, we have it.

NNC: A simple headline stating the split followed

by an explanation of clashes of opinion and various

other reasons, is put forth to the masses. But really,

who breaks up because of analytical reasons, it’s al-

ways drama, isn’t it? #IndianAudience

In a country where ‘Kyunki Saas Bhi Kabhi Bahu

Thi’ touched the 1800th episode, you can’t blame

Indian news channels for jazzing it up. Watching

poker faced newsreaders is boring, isn’t it? Besides,

a little drama never hurt anyone! G  T

The News Hour Saazish
Bachaao!

Illustration: Deepak Sharma, GT Network

Illustration: Pankaj Mallik, GT Network

Help!
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